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We are offering you the BIM FURNITURE 2022 catalogue.

BIM was founded in 1994 as a family business. We originate from Biłgoraj, a town located in south-eastern Poland. We manufacture,
distribute and export body furniture made of furniture boards, MDF and wood. We have been specialising in production for the e-
commerce market for 6 years. We produce original furniture in series as well as according to the designs of designs of our partners.
We mainly offer home furniture for living room, bedroom, kitchen, bathroom, children's and youth room. 
We focus on:
 – quality of the offered products, competitive prices and full customer satisfaction,
 – comprehensiveness (from the design of the order to the implementation and delivery),
 – openness in relations with partners.

We listen carefully to our customers which, combined with our experience, allows us to realise the most courageous projects.
As a company with many years of experience in exporting, we have a deep knowledge of the furniture market in Poland and beyond.
We work with most of the leading Polish manufacturers. We are able to personalise an offer for an individual project and given
budget. We carry out both serial and single orders. We have our own warehouse base with the possibility of picking goods also from
other factories. We can optimise transport logistics, including the preparation of any necessary documents. We deliver products to
more than 30 countries worldwide by road, air, sea and rail. We offer our customers a professional service. We enjoy our work and
are open to all new experiences.

Our values are: Passion. Partnership. Loyalty.

CEO
BIM Sp. z o.o.
Bogusław Buczek

www.bimfurniture.com

BIM Sp. z o.o., ul. Nadstawna 12a, 23-400 Biłgoraj, Poland
E-commerce +48 606 487 291, Export department +48 698 035 825

e-mail: info@bimfurniture.com, www:bimfurniture.com
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AURIS
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AURIS
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TV 150
150/42/42

TV 200
200/42/42

Coffee table
150/40/89

Chest of drawers 3D
135/42/82

Glass Case
45/37/115

Chest of drawers 4D
180/42/82

Shelf 120
120/16/20

Shelf 150
150/16/20

Chest of drawers 3D3S
180/42/82

dimensions: width / depth / height (cm)
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ANETTE
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ANETTE
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Anette TV 151
151/43/37

Anette TV 198
198/43/37

Anette L
151/44/86

Anette M
94/70/37

Anette C
198/44/86

Anette A
115/20/20

Anette B
151/20/20

Anette O
60/44/190

Anette G
47/37/129

dimensions: width / depth / height (cm)
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RAVENNA A - ARTISAN OAK/BLACK
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RAVENNA A - NAVY BLUE/BLACK
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RAVENNA A - DARK GREEN/BLACK
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RAVENNA B - DECOR WHITE
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RAVENNA B - ARTISAN OAK / DECOR BLACK
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RAVENNA C - DIAMOND WHITE GLOSS
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RAVENNA C - DIAMOND BLACK GLOSS
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RAVENNA - BODIES

ww.bimfurniture.com

TV 3D
149,7/41,8/57,8

 

TV 2D1S
149,7/41,8/57,8

 

Chest of drawers 3D
149,7/41,8/88,9

 

Chest of drawers 2D1DM
149,7/41,8/88,9

 

Chest of drawers 2D3S
149,7/41,8/88,9

 

TV 4D
199,6/41,8/57,8

 

TV 2D2S
199,6/41,8/57,8

 

Chest of drawers 4D
199,6/41,8/88,9

 

Chest of drawers 2D2DM
199,6/41,8/88,9

 

Chest of drawers 3D3S
199,6/41,8/88,9

 

Glass Case 1DS
59,6/41,8/217

 

Coffee table
90/59,3/45,1

 

dimensions: width / depth / height (cm)
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RAVENNA - FRONTS
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Ravenna A - lamell
Artisan Oak/Black

Ravenna A - lamell
White/Black

Ravenna A - lamell
Navy blue/Black

Ravenna A - lamell
Dark green/Black

Ravenna B - decor
White

Ravenna B - decor
Dark green

Ravenna B - decor
Navy blue

Ravenna B - decor
Black

Ravenna C- diamond
White gloss

Ravenna C - diamond
Black gloss
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DIUNA BLACK
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TV  2D1K 145
144,5/41,9/60,2

TV 2D1K 193
192,2/41,9/60,2

Chest of drawers 3D 145
144,5/41,9/90,2

Chest of drawers 4D 192
192,6/41,9/90,2

dimensions: width / depth / height (cm)
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DIUNA WHITE
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AURA

ww.bimfurniture.com

The AURA collection was made in a modern style and in natural colours. The combination of the wooden artisan oak decor with matt black can
harmonise in a variety of interior designs, in the living room, dining room, bedroom or youth room. The furniture is equipped with handleless fronts,
and have a simple but also very practical design. The collection consists of TV stands, chests of drawers, hanging shelves and one glass case - the tv
stand and glass case can be placed on a plinth or mounted on the wall, which makes it possible to arrange a variety of furniture for the living room.
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AURA 

ww.bimfurniture.com

TV 200
ver1   200/37/36
ver2   200/37/42

Chest of drawers 2d4s
164/41/89

Chest of drawers 4d
198/41/89

Shelf 120
120/16/20

Shelf 150
150/16/20

ver2   37/33/150
ver1   37/33/143,5
Glass Case 1ds

TV 150
ver1   150/37/36
ver2   150/37/42

dimensions: width / depth / height (cm)
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LUXI 
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LUXI

ww.bimfurniture.com

TV 160
160/41,8/56

TV 195
194,8/41,8/56

Chest of drawers 2D3S
146/41,8/80

Chest of drawers 3D 146
146/41,8/80

Chest of drawers 4D 195
194,8/41,8/80

Chest of drawers 3D3S
194,8/41,8/80

Coffee table 90
90/60/45

dimensions: width / depth / height (cm)
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BELLO BIANCO

ww.bimfurniture.com

Bello Bianco 1
105/40/89

BELLO BIANCO is a practical Italian-style collection, impressive for its minimalism, elegance and simplicity. Spacious chests of drawers in various
configurations will allow you to arrange your living room, bedroom as well as an elegant office. The furniture is characterised by a brilliant gloss,
quiet closing and handle-free opening with grooves on the fronts.

Bello Bianco 2
105/40/89

Bello Bianco 3
150/40/89

Bello Bianco 4
195/40/89

Bello Bianco 6
150/40/89

Bello Bianco 5
180/43/45

dimensions: width / depth / height (cm)
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Como Bianco 2
107/40/90

Como Bianco 3
155/40/90

Como Bianco 5
180/45/45

- 25 - www.bimfurniture.com

COMO BIANCO  is an Italian-style premium collection. It is characterised by high quality workmanship - both fronts and body are lacquered in high
gloss. Ergonomic chests of drawers combine elegant looks with high comfort of use. The collection consists of four chests of drawers in various
configurations and one TV stand. It will allow you to successfully arrange your living room or office.

COMO BIANCO

Como Bianco 1
107/40/90

Como Bianco 4
203/40/90

dimensions: width / depth / height (cm)
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NUKA K
197,5/45/87
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NUKA

NUKA C
155/45/87

NUKA D
197,5/45/87

NUKA RTV 160
160/43/48

NUKA RTV 200
200/43/48

NUKA is a collection for the living room in natural colours. It is characterised by a modern and eye-pleasing design - its charm is determined by the
large black legs in the form of a frame, which contrast beautifully with the rest of the furniture and also provide stability. The collection includes
chests of drawers, tv stands, glass cases, a table, coffe table and a shelf. The furniture is appreciated for its high ergonomics, capacity and conform
of use.

dimensions: width / depth / height (cm)
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NUKA F
110/60/48

www.bimfurniture.com

NUKA

NUKA J
90/45/110

NUKA E
58/45/188

NUKA I
140-200/90/76

dimensions: width / depth / height (cm)
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MAJA

MAJA is a collection of practical and universal chests of drawers. The furniture is characterised by minimalism and high ergonomics. The simple
handle-free fronts and attractive plinths make the collection suitable for modern, minimalist and loft style interiors. They are suitable for the living
room, office or bedroom.
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MAJA 140 s8
140/40/103,4

www.bimfurniture.com

MAJA 120 2d4s C
120/40/103,4

MAJA 40s2
40/40/51

MAJA RTV 150
150/40/38

MAJA 120 s6
120/40/80

MAJA

dimensions: width / depth / height (cm)
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MONDI

Hanging glass case
48/40/125

Coffee table 60
60/63,2/47,5

TV 158
158/40/47

TV 188
188/40/47

Wall cabinet
48/40/125

dimensions: width / depth / height (cm)
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MONDI

Bed
101,6/206,4/90

Coffe table 100
100/53,2/47,5

Shelf 125
125/20/20

Bedside table
48/43,2/47,5

Chest of drawers 158
158/40/84

dimensions: width / depth / height (cm)
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MONDI

Table
160-200/90/76

Chest of drawers 188
188/40/84

dimensions: width / depth / height (cm)
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DUO

dimensions: width / depth / height (cm)
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DUO

www.bimfurniture.comdimensions: width / depth / height (cm)

 TV stand - 160/34,6/30 
Platform - 160/33/10,6 

Wall cabinet 150
35/34,5/150

Wall cabinet 120
35/34,5/120

 TV stand - 100/34,6/30 
Platform - 100/33/10,6 
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TRASCO 1

60/22/65

TRASCO 2

60/20/6560/22/65 60/22/65 60/20/65 60/20/65

dimensions: width / depth / height (cm)



WALL UNITS
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WALL UNITS

ELIZA
MARGO
LUSIA 1
DARIA
HALO

37
38
39
40
41
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ELIZA

www.bimfurniture.com

ELIZA is a spacious and modern wall unit for the living room. The double TV stand allows you to
place even a very large TV. It has three hanging wall units and a double hanging shelf with an
attractive panel. Fronts in high gloss.

wymiary: 40/32/110 - Hanging bookcase (2x)
               40/32/110 - Glass case
               138/42/32,5 - TV stand (2x)
               140/24/110  - Shelf

dimensions: width / depth / height (cm)
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A universal and elegant wall unit for the living room, consisting of a TV stand, two glass glass cases and a double hanging shelf. The set may be
freely configured. Fronts made in high gloss.

MARGO

www.bimfurniture.com

Dimensions: 200/42/32,5 - TV stand
                    40/32/110 - Glass case (2x)
                    120/22,5/ - Shelf (2x)

dimensions: width / depth / height (cm)



LUSIA 1

A practical and compact living room set consisting of a TV stand, two hanging closed glass
cases and one shelf. The wall unit is characterised by its minimalist and universal styling and
attractive handleless fronts. It can be freely configurable.
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dimensions: 28/30,6/100,2 - Wall cabinet (2x)
                    175,2/37/28,4 - TV stand 
                    98,,2/16/15  - Shelf

dimensions: width / depth / height (cm)
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DARIA

www.bimfurniture.com

 A universal and compact wall unit, suitable for medium and small rooms.
It consists of a tv stand, a standing glass case, a hanging glass case and a double shelf with panel.
Its advantage is a lot of ergonomics, allowing for a good arrangement of the limited space. Made in
a modern style with gloss fronts.

dimensions: 130/44/32,5 - TV stand
                   80/37/112,5 - Glass case
                   30/40/110 -  Hanging bookcase
                   90/19,5/40  - Shelf

dimensions: width / depth / height (cm)
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HALO

www.bimfurniture.com

dimensions: 160/35/30,8 - TV stand
                    50/30/69,8 - Standing glass case
                    50/30/67,8 - Standing glass case
                   100/16,6/15  - Shelf

A universal and compact wall unit, suitable for medium and small rooms. It consists of a tv stand, a
standing cabinet, a hanging glass case and a shelf with panel. Its advantage is high ergonomics,
allowing for a good arrangement of limited space.

dimensions: width / depth / height (cm)



TV STANDS
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 TV STANDS 
AURA 150
AURA 200
DUO 160
ARSEN
EVA 180
EVA 195
KATE 
RTV 200
MONA 100 + 100
MONDI 158
MONDI 188
NET
NUKA 160
NUKA 200
RTV 190
LIVIA TV 160
ADAM
ANETTE 151
ANETTE 198
KAYA
MANTA
MORENO
YOGI

43
44
45
46-47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
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AURA 150

www.bimfurniture.com

AURA 150 is an large and best-selling collection of universal TV stands in 150 cm dimensions. The cabinets can be wall-mounted or standing on
plinths (the choice can be made during installation). Thanks to their modern look, they fit perfectly into modern living rooms. They are equipped
with two side closing shelves, one long shelf (opening to the bottom) and one open shelf for decoders, consoles and small items.

dimensions: 150/37/42  - Standing version                      
                    150/37/36 - Hanging version

dimensions: width / depth / height (cm)
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AURA 200

www.bimfurniture.com

AURA 200 is an large and best-selling collection of universal TV stands in 200 cm dimensions. The cabinets can be wall-mounted or standing on
plinths (the choice can be made during installation). Thanks to their modern look, they fit perfectly into contemporary living rooms. They are
equipped with two side closing shelves, one long shelf (opening to the bottom) and one open shelf for decoders, consoles and small items.

dimensions: 200/37/42  - Standing version 
                    200/37/36 - Hanging version

dimensions: width / depth / height (cm)
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DUO 160

www.bimfurniture.com

Attractive two-part TV stand. It consists of a hanging part and an additional, laid-on panel. The hanging part has two lockable storage
compartments and two open shelves with openings for cables.

dimensions: 160/34,6/30  - TV stand
                    160/33/10,6 - Platform

dimensions: width / depth / height (cm)
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ARSEN

www.bimfurniture.com

ARSEN KOM 3D4S   
190/42,5/77,2    

ARSEN RTV 2D2S   
190/42,5/45,2    

dimensions: width / depth / height (cm)
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ARSEN

www.bimfurniture.com

ARSEN KOM 3D4S   
190/42,5/77,2    

ARSEN RTV 2D2S   
190/42,5/45,2    

dimensions: width / depth / height (cm)
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EVA 180

www.bimfurniture.com

The EVA 180 TV stand is a smart furniture with a lot of space for RTV equipment, accessories, magazines and other small items. It is distinguished by
its high-quality workmanship and modern design. EVA has two spacious cupboards, a drawer and four open shelves. Its distinctive feature is the solid
double top.

dimensions: 180/42/51

dimensions: width / depth / height (cm)
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EVA 195

www.bimfurniture.com

The EVA 195 TV stand is a smart furniture offering a lot of space for RTV equipment, all accessories, magazines and other small objects. It is
distinguished by its high-class workmanship and modern design. EVA has two spacious cabinets, a drawer and four open shelves. Its characteristic
feature is a solid double top.

dimensions: 195/42/51

dimensions: width / depth / height (cm)
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KATE

www.bimfurniture.com

KATE  is an ergonomic TV stand with two capacious lockable storage space and two spacious shelves for RTV equipment.
It has high stable legs and will fit well in minimalist and contemporary rooms. Two attractive mouldings add to its charm. The fronts of are made in
high gloss. 

dimensions: 189/37/45

dimensions: width / depth / height (cm)
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RTV 200

www.bimfurniture.com

The bestselling collection of 200 standing TV stands. The 200 cabinets have three large lockable storage spaces and one spacious open shelf.
 The handleless fronts have been made in a high gloss finish. The cabinet will find its perfect place in modern and contemporary rooms. It can easily
accommodate the largest manufactured TVs.

dimensions: 200/37/41,6

dimensions: width / depth / height (cm)
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MONA 100 + MONA 100

www.bimfurniture.com

A universal TV stand, ideal for the living room or youth room. The cabinet can be left or right, depending on the choice made during assembly. If you
buy two cabinets, they can be assembled next to each other to form a set.

dimensions: 103/40/39 + 103/40/39 

dimensions: width / depth / height (cm)
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MONDI 158
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A modern and practical collection for the living room, in natural and warm colours. The charm of the furniture is added by black legs in the form of a
frame and attractive slats. The furniture is very ergonomic, thanks to the wealth of closed and open shelves.

dimensions: 158/40/47

dimensions: width / depth / height (cm)
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MONDI 188
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A modern and practical collection for the living room, in natural and warm colours. The charm of the furniture is added by black legs in the form of a
frame and attractive slats. The furniture is very ergonomic, thanks to the wealth of closed and open shelves.

dimensions: 188/40/47

dimensions: width / depth / height (cm)
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NET

www.bimfurniture.com

 A universal TV stand, made in a modern style. The cabinet can be wall-mounted or standing (after installing optional legs).
The handleless fronts have been made in high gloss. It has one glass shelf (spaces for decoders or consoles) and two lockable storage spaces.

dimensions: 180/40/46  - Standing version 
                    180/40/43 - Hanging version

dimensions: width / depth / height (cm)
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NUKA 160 
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 Nuka is a large collection for the living room in natural colours. It is characterised by a modern and eye-pleasing design - its charm is determined
by the large black legs in the form of a frame, which contrast beautifully with the rest of the furniture and also provide stability. The collection
includes
chests of drawers, tv stands, glass cases, a table and a shelves. The furniture is appreciated for its high ergonomics, capacity and comfort of use.

dimensions: 160/43/48

dimensions: width / depth / height (cm)
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NUKA 200 
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Nuka is a large collection for the living room in natural colours. It is characterised by a modern and eye-pleasing design - its charm is determined by
the large black legs in the form of a frame, which contrast beautifully with the rest of the furniture and also provide stability. The collection includes
chests of drawers, tv stands, glass cases, a table and a shelves. The furniture is appreciated for its high ergonomics, capacity and comfort of use.

dimensions: 200/43/48

dimensions: width / depth / height (cm)
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RTV 190

Ergonomic TV cabinet with high gloss handle-free fronts. It has a spacious cabinet that opens downwards and two glass shelves.
(LED optional).

dimensions: width / depth / height (cm)

dimensions: 190/35/45
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LIVIA TV 160

Beautiful and elegant - this is the LIVIA cabinet, perfect for the living room. The cabinet has practical solutions that make it not only attractive, but
also useful. The chest of drawers has two levels, which gives a lot of space for set-top boxes, consoles, audio equipment or remote controls and
other handy items. On the sides there are practical shelves for small items, in which you can also place the speakers (the middle shelf is optional).
The Livia is completed by a spacious closed cabinet with one partition. Both the top and the fronts are made of high gloss.

dimensions: 160/40/45

dimensions: width / depth / height (cm)
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ADAM 

A spacious and modern TV cabinet with a double top. It has a spacious closed and open space, including one drawer. You can on it can easily place
even the largest TV. Its attractive appearance makes it a perfect match for contemporary people rooms.

dimensions: 180/42/51 

dimensions: width / depth / height (cm)
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ANETTE 151 

www.bimfurniture.com

Attractive TV stand in natural colors, perfect for the living room. It has three lockable compartments and a place for a set-top box or consoles, with
an holes for cables. An insert in a fashionable artisan oak color adds an additional charm to the cabinet.
dimensions: width / depth / height (cm)

dimensions: 151/43/37

dimensions: width / depth / height (cm)
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ANETTE 198 

www.bimfurniture.com

Attractive TV stand in natural colors, perfect for the living room. It has three lockable compartments and a place for a set-top box or consoles, with
an holes for cables. An insert in a fashionable artisan oak color adds an additional charm to the cabinet.
dimensions: width / depth / height (cm)

dimensions: 198/43/37

dimensions: width / depth / height (cm)
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KAYA 

A TV stand with a compact and durable structure. Thanks to the large number of shelves, it is highly ergonomic. Two glasses add extra charm to it
shelves on the sides. The cabinet is universal, it can be hanging or standing.

dimensions: 160/34.6/43 - standing version
                    160/34.6/41 - hanging version

dimensions: width / depth / height (cm)
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MANTA

A TV cabinet with a simple style, equipped with three practical open shelves. The cabinet is universal, it can be hung or put on optionally mounted legs.
It has an attractive appearance thanks to two symmetrical front slats.

dimensions: 160/34.6/32 - standing version
                    160/34.6/30 - hanging version

dimensions: width / depth / height (cm)
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MORENO

Universal TV stand, made in a modern and slightly industrial style. The cabinet can be hanging or standing. It has two
closed shelves and three open ones.

dimensions: 160/34.6/43 - standing version
                    160/34.6/41 - hanging version

dimensions: width / depth / height (cm)
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A very practical TV cabinet on wheels of Polish furniture production. Perfect for smaller living rooms or a youth room. The high mobility of the cabinet
allows you to freely arrange the space in the room. The cabinet has two practical open shelves for books, CDs or set-top boxes and consoles. It also
has a cable hole.

dimensions: 80 / 40.2 / 60

YOGI

dimensions: width / depth / height (cm)



kolor: dąb burgundzki / biały połysk sonoma jasna / sonoma jasna

DESKS
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RAM
TILT
MUSE
HOMI

68
69
70
71

DESKS
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RAM

A compact hanging desk is the perfect solution wherever space is a priority. After folding, the desk does not take up practically at all places.
The fold-out table top is perfect for a laptop, phone or books. Gas lifts provide high load resistance.

dimensions: 74 / 10-53 / 59

dimensions: width / depth / height (cm)
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TILT

A very practical, compact hanging desk. Thanks to the folding function, it saves space when not in use. Perfect for working with a laptop or doing
homework. It has numerous, handy shelves. On the covered front part, you can write with chalk like on a blackboard.

dimensions: 60 / 24-115 / 76-144.5

dimensions: width / depth / height (cm)
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MUSE

Hanging compact desk with a folding top. Perfect
for a laptop or for reading books. It has practical,
handy shelves for small items. The folding table top
function makes the desk characterized by very high
ergonomics. Gas lifts ensure high durability on load.

dimensions: 94 / 20-62 / 62

dimensions: width / depth / height (cm)
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HOMI

Extremely practical and universal home office - HOMI is modern furniture that fits into the trends of "home office", i.e. desk combinations,
a bookcase and a bar in a small space. Thanks to it, you will be able to perfectly plan your studio, office or youth room.
HOMI consists of a fold-out office space for work, as well as a fold-out shelf. The closed part contains an extensive system
shelves, helping to organize your work space.

dimensions: 80/32-92/175

dimensions: width / depth / height (cm)
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BEDROOMS

BEDROOMS
MERIDA
BERGEN

73
74
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Chest of drawers
135/40/90

Bed
166/203/84
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MERIDA

Night stand (2szt)
46/41,5/40

Wardrobe
215/60/210

dimensions: width / depth / height (cm)
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BERGEN

Chest of drawers
135/40/90

Bed 180
186/206/40-84

Night stand (2szt)
46/41,5/40

Wardrobe 4
215/60/210

Bed 160
166/206/40-84

dimensions: width / depth / height (cm)
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CHILDREN AND YOUTH FURNITURE
MIA 
PEAK 160 x 80
COT 160 X 80
HUT 160 X 80
ALEX 140 / 160 / 180 

76
77
78
79
80
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MIA
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The MIA chest of drawers is the perfect solution for parents
with a newborn baby. The chest of drawers is equipped with
three spacious drawers and a convenient changing table. The
changing table is safe and certified, it can be used by the
youngest children (0-12 months), it is also contoured, filled with
soft foam, light, easy to clean, free of etalates.

dimensions: 80/71,8/90

dimensions: width / depth / height (cm)
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PEAK 160 X 80
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A house bed with a sleeping area of 160 x 80 cm, made of
durable pine wood. The reinforced frame also allows you to
hold an adult. The cot has a barrier to prevent it from falling
out.
Colors: white mat
Made of: pine wood

dimensions: 160/80/65

dimensions: width / depth / height (cm)
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COT 160 X 80
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A house bed with a sleeping area of 160 x 80 cm, made of
durable pine wood.
The reinforced frame also allows you to hold an adult.
Colors: white mat
Made of: pine wood

dimensions: 160/80/149

dimensions: width / depth / height (cm)
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HUT 160 X 80
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A house bed with a sleeping area of 160x80 cm made of
durable pine wood.
The reinforced frame also allows for the maintenance of the
adult person. The cot has a barrier to prevent it from falling
out.
Colors: white mat
Made of: pine wood

dimensions: 160/80/138

dimensions: width / depth / height (cm)
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ALEX 140 / 160 / 180
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Safe and comfortable beds for children. The bed meets all
safety requirements. The barrier prevents falling out of the
child during sleep, and rounded edges minimize the risk of
impact. The kit includes frame, rack, mattress, railing and pull-
out drawer.
The mattress cover is certified in terms of safety, made of 70 g
TEXFIL fabric.

bed dimensions: 163/84/64
sleeping area: 160 x 80

bed dimensions: 183/84/64
sleeping area: 180 x 80

bed dimensions: 143/74/64
sleeping area: 140 x 70ALEX 140

ALEX 160

ALEX 180

dimensions: width / depth / height (cm)
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GLIDER CHAIRS 
BALANCE 1
BALANCE 2
BALANCE 68
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BALANCE 1
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Balance 1 is unusual and modern
armchair with an innovative
mechanism floating and specific
technique swinging in swing motion.
This armchair in scandinavian style
has adjustable backrest which allows
placing it in a comfortable position
by block mechanism. Movable pouf
adapted to Glider BALANCE chair 1.
Pouf shows a swinging motion that
adjusts synchronously to chair
movement.

seat dimensions: 74/83/105
dimensions of the pouf: 61/49/43

Currently available colors

monolith 84 / natural vener

fancy 48 / natural vener

dimensions: width / depth / height (cm)
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BALANCE 2
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Balance 2 is unusual and modern
armchair with an innovative mechanism
floating and  specific technique
swinging in swing motion. It has
adjustable backrest which allows
placing it in a comfortable position by
locking mechanism. Body made in
veneer. Movable pouf adapted to the
armchair floating BALANCE 2 serving as
the footrest, the movement of which is
synchronized with the movement of the
chair. 

seat dimensions: 79/80/103

dimensions of the pouffe: 59/66/45

Currently available colors

monolith 37 / wallnut vener

fancy 37 / wallnut vener

dimensions: width / depth / height (cm)
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BALANCE 68
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Balance 68 is a classic armchair from
innovative mechanism floating and
specific technique swinging in swing
motion. Its the compact size allows for
placing the chair even in small ones
rooms. Universal pouf movable
adapted to the chair floating. The
pouf is moving swinging that
synchronously adjusts to the movement
of the chair.

 seat dimensions: 59/88/97
dimensions of the pouffe: 48/43/41

Currently available colors

monolith 84 / natural vener

fancy 48 / wallnut vener

dimensions: width / depth / height (cm)
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ROCKING CHAIRS
BALANCE 5  
BALANCE 44  
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BALANCE 5
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The Balance 5 model is a classic
rocking chair. Ergonomic shape
ensures optimal  amplitude
swinging. High quality upholstery
material (available in different
colors) is easy to handle
maintenance. This model will
provide comfort for everyone.

Armachair dimensions: 59/108/89

Currently available colors

monolith 84 / ivory paint

fancy 48 / marengo

dimensions: width / depth / height (cm)
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BALANCE 44
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Classic and elegant rocking chair,
very durable rack. It has a
convenient retractable footrest,
soft armrests, deep and contoured
backrest.

Armchair dimensions: 60/100-110/92

Currently available colors

monolith 37 / black paint

fancy 48 / marengo

dimensions: width / depth / height (cm)


